
We believe Open Science can accelerate 
interoperable, data-driven solutions and 
increase diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
belonging in research and beyond.

Today’s purpose: share open science mindset 
and tooling to welcome you to the movement 

Openscapes: Supporting 
better science for future us

Julia Stewart Lowndes PhD, Openscapes Director
In collaboration with Erin Robinson 

and the Openscapes community
HPC webinar, January 11, 2023

Artwork by Allison Horst
Slides: openscapes.org/media | openscapes.org

https://www.exascaleproject.org/event/openscapes/
https://www.allisonhorst.com/
https://openscapes.org/media
https://openscapes.org


Better Science
● more open, reproducible, efficient, 

interoperable, resilient
● more diverse, equitable, inclusive, kind

 

Future Us
● ourselves, teams, communities 
● next hour, week, decades

Important mindset 
for (environmental) 
science
  
A real investment, 
particularly for 
data-intensive 
research
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Openscapes helps research teams transition to inclusive 
open data science workflows
We mentor teams to better tackle their questions by strengthening 

shared practices, underpinned by existing tools.  Supercharge your research 

(Lowndes et al. 2019); Open software means kinder science (Lowndes 2019)

Hi, I’m a marine ecologist and Openscapes founder
Julia Stewart Lowndes, PhD
Founding Director, Openscapes
Senior Fellow, National Center for Ecological Analysis & Synthesis, 
University of California Santa Barbara
Mozilla Fellow • Better Scientific Software Fellow

Motivation from our own data-intensive marine science
Our team found out the hard way that our default approaches 

for data analysis were not reproducible by even ourselves.
Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools (Lowndes et al. 2017)

Open Science Community Member, entryway through R
Inclusive peer-learning role-modeled across disciplines & career stages 
R for Excel Users (Lowndes & Horst 2020)

@juliesquid PhD research
Photo: Greg Auger, 2009

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160
https://rstudio-conf-2020.github.io/r-for-excel/










My story: building confidence as an open science 
contributor & leader
Ocean Health Index open edu resources

rOpenSci R package contributor

RStudio collaborator

Carpentries instructor

Eco-Data-Science co-founder

RLadies Santa Barbara co-founder

Open science community speaker

Mozilla fellow, Open Leaders

Openscapes founder, director, 
collaborator



Open science is a movement
Happening globally across all of 
science 
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“Open science is not just about improving the way we share data and methods, 
it’s about improving the way we think, work, and interact with each other. It’s 
about technology enabling social infrastructure towards kinder science.”

Open software means kinder science (Lowndes 2019, Scientific American)

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/


Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass 
(young adults version)
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“To address our climate emergency, we must rapidly, radically 
reshape society. We need every solution and every solver.”

- Ayana Elizabeth Johnson & Katharine Wilkinson
All We Can Save

Aligns with & learning from many other movements



Goals for today

1. Movement building: share Openscapes stories of open science for climate 
2. Skill building: Quarto demo
3. Onward: how you can help your colleagues and join the movement

Why is this relevant to the Exascale community?
Computing skills critical for science & society; we’re hampered by inequity. Let’s change this.

● Unmet needs for analyzing biological big data - Barone et al. 2017 
● Barriers to integration of bioinformatics into undergrad life sci education - Williams et al. 2019
● “Technology can exacerbate inequities if the corresponding social infrastructure is not in place” 

- Benjamin 2022
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https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005755
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0224288
https://www.ruhabenjamin.com/viral-justice


Openscapes helps researchers move 
from lonely science as they explore 
and navigate the open science 
landscape safely with their teams. 

engage • empower • amplify
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What Openscapes brings
● Focused on research teams, 

connecting to leadership
● Centering climate
● Kinder science, inclusion



Not your traditional training/workshop
● Cohort-based remote sessions for teams: 

introduce concepts and workflows; facilitate 

teams to talk about problems then go and solve 

them, with accountability and support. 

● It’s about getting stuff done. It’s about identifying 

and making progress on barriers

● “A process to help you build better lanes of 
communication” -Laura Waters, SE Regional Office

Sustainability and scalability built-in
● Strengthening a teaching & learning culture  w/in 

teams & orgs. Not just for scientists: admin, IT 

staff, supervisors, etc, welcomed. Equitable.

Openscapes mentorship programs 

16 Champions Cohorts since 2019
3+ Mentors Cohorts since 2021

*Not limited to any skills, team, or activity*
*No coding or software skills required*

Transforming collaborative work places that affect climate change
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Culture change = tech + human
Skills + mindset (in the same person!)
Continual learning & sharing
 

Tidy Data Illustrated Series 
Lowndes & Horst 2020

https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2020/10/12/tidy-data/


We'll discuss these through stories
stories cross all values • many more to share!
Inspired by Abby Cabunoc Mayes’ talk How to bring open source 
to a closed community (Strangeloop 2016)

Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it should inspire & empower
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR8xqEVTeMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR8xqEVTeMQ


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it should inspire & empower
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)



Ileana Fenwick University of North Carolina, Openscapes 
openscapes.github.io/pathways-to-open-science (2021-css)
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https://openscapes.github.io/pathways-to-open-science/


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it should inspire & empower
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)
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Adyan Rios NOAA Southeast Fisheries Science Center (SEFSC) 
https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io (source slides) 
(2021-noaa-nmfs, 2022-noaa-sefsc-summer & fall)
“Seaside Chats” Supercharge your research (Lowndes et al. 2019)

https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ck1bZwjdbez-niH3yjC675a7xbsIDJ4xxJ6GLekZsno/edit#slide=id.g1138e626848_0_861
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it should inspire & empower
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset) - Carol Dweck
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)



NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC)
Stock Assessment Reports (~annual reports)
https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io (source slides) (2022-noaa-afsc)

AFSC Marine 
Mammal Lab
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https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ed3tNPTM3hOBFEMJZKk9O06QFDltZOZoAdDEih48ufk/edit#slide=id.g16d524a3136_8_91


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it’s a daily mindset & practice
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)
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Gavin Fay “FayLab Manual” Univ Massachusetts Dartmouth 
https://thefaylab.github.io/lab-manual (source slides) (2020-nefsc, 2021-fdd)
“Forked” and remixed by 10+ groups

https://thefaylab.github.io/lab-manual/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1c624mH3md8pQHiP6rJ7HPuhxDLgNB7xvONDZlUM3f64/edit#slide=id.gb6050dd30d_0_0


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it’s a daily mindset & practice
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)



NOAA Fisheries, Northwest Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC) 
https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io (2021-nwfsc & nmfs; 2022-nwfsc-fall)
Eli Holmes et al: NOAA Resource Book & Tutorials, Youtube Videos, Templates:
https://nmfs-opensci.github.io/ResourceBook; https://rverse-tutorials.github.io 

Viability 
Report Team
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https://nmfs-openscapes.github.io
https://nmfs-opensci.github.io/ResourceBook
https://rverse-tutorials.github.io/


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it’s a daily mindset & practice
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)
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Co-Lead Erin Robinson; DAAC Mentors
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io (source poster)NASA Openscapes

https://nasa-openscapes.github.io
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vT6ySkrKuwL--u7UUPQ1nfdi4rgP_ccqd2jp2T4gw8WV1IWeU1w3EOADNUmKf-YBhCf5qbFiPvYHl5l/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000#slide=id.g1a775f93df2_8_0


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it’s a daily mindset & practice
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)
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California EPA WaterBoards 
https://openscapes.org/blog/2022/12/02/swrcb-2022 
(2021-nmfs, 2022-epa)

Anna Holder & 
Corey Clatterbuck

https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2022/12/02/swrcb-2022/


Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process: it’s a daily mindset & practice
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)
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ESRI Chief Scientist
https://openscapes.org/blog/2021/03/25/rebel-alliance-dr-dawn-wright 
(community-call-1)

Dawn Wright

https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2021/03/25/rebel-alliance-dr-dawn-wright/


Psychological safety (Amy Edmondson)
Paid time to learn/teach/experiment
Many little things (not one big thing)

Openscapes values
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● Open science is a process, not only products
● "Future us" mindset
● Power of yet (growth mindset)
● Onboard learners as contributors 
● Slow down to speed up
● Make the implicit explicit
● Reuse not reinvent
● Kindness (inclusion, creativity, art)



* and for last 10 years: RMarkdown 

https://openscapes.org/series

Web-first mindset enabled by technology: 
Quarto*

Open documentation is key
For science, storytelling, and far, far beyond

33

https://openscapes.org/approach-guide 

Not pictured: main website!
https://openscapes.org

https://openscapes.org/series
https://openscapes.org/approach-guide
https://openscapes.org
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Quarto is a new, open-source, scientific and technical publishing system 
Goal: to make the process of creating & collaborating dramatically better

I keynoted the global launch of Quarto
● Cetinkaya-Rundel & Lowndes, July 2022
● NASA Openscapes: first Quarto external users 
● slides, video, blog

https://mine.quarto.pub/hello-quarto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7Hxu4coDl8
https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2022/08/10/quarto-keynote/


Quarto Live Demo

● In RStudio IDE: Develop a small website with .qmd files & R code
● In JupyterHub: Add to website with .ipynb file and python code
● With GitHub: Sync between RStudio & JupyterHub

35DOI for live demo: 10.1371/journal.pone.0090081



Quarto Live Demo

● In RStudio IDE: Develop a small website with .qmd files & R code
● In JupyterHub: Add to website with .ipynb file and python code
● With GitHub: Sync between RStudio & JupyterHub

36
Hello Quarto: share, collaborate, teach, reimagine (Cetinkaya-Rundel & Lowndes 2022)
DOI for live demo: 10.1371/journal.pone.0090081

https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2022/08/10/quarto-keynote/
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Movement building
What’s possible because all this
● More time on science & solutions

○ It’s not just about time saved; it’s 
better products & less lost day-to-day, 
during succession, “bus factor”

● Improved morale
○ Help get unstuck, intentionally redirect 

time. Real relationships

● Climate and social change
○ Connecting our biggest challenges 

with our daily work 



Open educational resources – for reuse/remix 
● Curriculum, code, slides, demos, art, onboarding

openscapes.org, openscapes.org/series, openscapes.org/approach-guide

● Supercharge your research: a 10-week plan 
Lowndes et al. 2019

Open science as a daily practice
● Reuse not reinvent (practices, products)
● “Learn together first” (higher morale, onboarding, succession planning)
● “Show not tell” (screensharing, art, stories)
● Grassroots <> leadership
● Ask your colleagues how they are doing. Where are they stuck? Listen.
● Listen, learn, borrow what works, reimagine 

Join and amplify the open movement
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https://openscapes.org
https://openscapes.org/series
https://openscapes.org/approach-guide
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4
https://openscapes.org/approach-guide
https://openscapes.org/approach-guide
https://openscapes.github.io/series/
https://openscapes.github.io/series/


The Lady and the Octopus (Staaf 2022)
The story of the argonaut who wanted to do 
things differently so built a container to do 
so…and the scientist who did the same

Reimagining

39Getty images

http://www.dannastaaf.com/p/the-lady-and-octopus.html
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/female-paper-nautilus-swims-through-the-black-water-royalty-free-image/1356471901?adppopup=true


Thank you!
Julia Stewart Lowndes, PhD
@juliesquid

Join us: 

Twitter, Mastodon: @openscapes

openscapes.org
nasa-openscapes.github.io
openscapes.github.io/approach-guide 

Upcoming events: openscapes.org/events

● ESIP (Earth Science Information 
Partners), January 24+, virtual

● WiDS (Women in Data Science), March 
8, Stanford and virtual

● Community Calls upcoming!

Thanks to the people who made this possible!
Not pictured: more people!

Diverse, inclusive teams and communities are key

Slides: openscapes.org/media 40

https://openscapes.org
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io
https://openscapes.github.io/approach-guide
https://openscapes.org/events
https://openscapes.org/media


Further resources (incomplete list):

● White Paper: The Value of Hosted JupyterHubs in enabling Open NASA Earth Science in the Cloud - Friesz, 
Robinson et al 2022

● Openscapes Flywheel: A framework for managers to facilitate & scale inclusive Open science practices - 
Robinson & Lowndes 2022 (preprint, in review)

● NASA-Openscapes.github.io - NASA Openscapes Mentors 
● Hello Quarto: share • collaborate • teach • reimagine - Lowndes &Çetinkaya-Rundel 2022 Keynote (video) 

● A Journey to Data Science: Tools for Equity and Diversity in STEM - Fenwick 2022 (video)
● Open software means kinder science - Lowndes 2019
● Supercharge your research: a ten-week plan for open data science - Lowndes et al. 2019
● Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools - Lowndes et al. 2017
● 3 lessons from remote meetings we’re taking back to the office - Cabunoc Mayes et al. 2020
● Toolkit for Incentivizing Open Science - National Academies (NASEM) Report; Openscapes blog post
● All We Can Save - Johnson & Wilkinson 2020, eds
● Braiding Sweetgrass - Kimmerer, 2013
● From Open Data to Open Science - Ramachandran, Bugbee, & Murphy 2021 
● Unmet needs for analyzing biological big data - Barone et al. 2017 
● How to bring open source to a closed community - Cabunoc Mayes 2016
●

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G3NfVtqHXUOrkxR7QzbONhEyO1yEVnys-2jaG14awhI/edit?pli=1#
https://eartharxiv.org/repository/view/4560/
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io
https://mine.quarto.pub/hello-quarto
https://www.rstudio.com/conference/2022/keynotes/collaborate-with-quarto/
https://github.com/IleanaF/rstudio-conf22
https://www.rstudio.com/conference/2022/talks/journey-to-data-science-tools/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160
https://opensource.com/article/20/6/remote-meetings
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/26308/developing-a-toolkit-for-fostering-open-science-practices-proceedings-of
https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2020/11/30/incentivizing-open-science/
https://allwecansave.earth
https://milkweed.org/book/braiding-sweetgrass
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2020EA001562
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005755
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR8xqEVTeMQ


Open does not mean public! 
“Open” means open within the 

team, center, agency. It’s 
intentional team 

collaboration, helps break 
down silos, and used in banks 

and private industries too.

At NMFS, successful examples of these ideas can be seen in our 
stock assessment communities: SS3 development, FIMS tools for 

next generation stock assessment, the joint NMFS - DFO stock 
assessment of Pacific hake (NWFSC), ecosystem status reports for 
the Mid-Atlantic and New England Fishery Management Councils 

(NEFSC).

Open Science is related to work on 

organization change and team 

culture but tailored to science

● “Good to Great” concepts – Jim Collins

●  Agile Movement in software 

development

● Lean movement in manufacturing

"We have to tackle a really hard problem: changing 
the cultural norms that are preventing us from 

embracing new ideas, truly working together and 
moving forward." 

- NASA Transform to Open Science (TOPS) Initiative

Open Science happening 
globally across all of science
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https://github.com/NOAA-FIMS
https://github.com/NOAA-FIMS
https://github.com/pacific-hake/hake-assessment
https://github.com/pacific-hake/hake-assessment
https://github.com/NOAA-EDAB/SOE-MAFMC
https://github.com/NOAA-EDAB/SOE-NEFMC


“As fisheries scientists, we know that when we’re in rough seas, it’s 
important to keep the ship afloat AND get out of the storm. 

Openscapes helps teams steer out of the storm of email chains with 
37 versions of the same spreadsheet and to the calmer waters of 
open science and meaningful collaboration, using tools like R.”

Adyan Rios

NOAA Southeast Fisheries Science Center
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mailto:adyan.rios@noaa.gov
mailto:adyan.rios@noaa.gov


Because of Openscapes, I have 
renewed hope in how we can bring 
about a kinder future in science. 

I see a commitment in the open 
science community to bridging the 
gaps where we’ve left members of 
our community behind, and it 
inspires me.

Ileana Fenwick

University of North Carolina, 
Openscapes
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Our agency is experiencing a number of pressures that affect 
agency science:

● New risks (cascading effects of climate change) that affect the 
kind of science we do. This requires new analyses, new models, 
new type of data.

● Flat budgets amidst rising operation costs and increasing costs.
● A distributed and hybrid workforce
● Retirements in the workforce are leading to loss of data and 

institutional knowledge. 
● Need for transparency to enhance public trust in agency science 

and decisions

NMFS Openscapes is a cross-center Open Science initiative with Openscapes to 
address these challenges and pressures (2-pager)

Why Openscapes at NOAA Fisheries?

“From an IT perspective, 
we have talked about 
culture, without knowing 
specifically what that 
means. Openscapes is an 
opportunity to do 
reproducible transparent 
science but also to 
establish collaborative 
best practices. To truly take 
steps to create a new 
culture, a new way of 
doing things.” 

James Primrose
SEFSC, IT, Infrastructure45

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Et8soxXnjzI_WEPMEiALrVWf26VCyccdyZ7in0F_AAw/edit#


We are a mentor community across
NASA Earth science data centers (DAACs)

We are co-creating and teaching common 
tutorials to support researchers as they 
migrate analytical workflows to the Cloud

https://nasa-openscapes.github.io 

NASA Openscapes

NASA Award# 20-TWSC20-2-0003 Leads: Julia Stewart Lowndes & Erin Robinson
Openscapes artwork by Allison Horst; @allison_horst

slides: https://nasa-openscapes.github.io/about 46

https://nasa-openscapes.github.io
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io/about


Blog summaries:
earthdata.nasa.gov/learn/articles/2021-cloud-hackathon
podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/announcements/2021-12-15-The-2021-Cloud-Hackathon

65 2i2c JupyterHub AWS instances
50 forks of the GitHub repo
8 hack-team projects presented on Day 5

In-depth example: 2021 Cloud Hackathon
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io/2021-Cloud-Hackathon/ 

“It was a really great week. The tutorials were AMAZING.  
Everyone did a great job, and everyone was very nice.  I really 
appreciated welcoming environment. I don't have a strong 
python background. But i was supported in learning all around” 

10+ talks & workshops led by Mentors, reusing tutorials & 
role-modeling Open Science + Cloud
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https://earthdata.nasa.gov/learn/articles/2021-cloud-hackathon
https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/announcements/2021-12-15-The-2021-Cloud-Hackathon
https://nasa-openscapes.github.io/2021-Cloud-Hackathon/


https://nasa-openscapes.github.io 

earthaccess: simplifying access 

See it in action!!             Analyzing Sea Level Rise Using Earth Data in the Cloud

earthaccess

earthaccess
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https://nasa-openscapes.github.io
https://nbviewer.org/gist/betolink/b8a37c6e58da16ba7183c21e6fc731b1
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Continual learning 

“Perfection is a colonial conditioning. 
Worrying that you’re going to get it wrong 

holds you back from trying, and that erases.”

- Ta7talíya Michelle Nahanee, Nahanee Creative
Territorial Acknowledgements Interactive Workshop

50

https://www.nahaneecreative.com/


Further resources (incomplete list):

● Open software means kinder science - Lowndes 2019
● Supercharge your research: a ten-week plan for open data science - Lowndes et al. 2019
● Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools - Lowndes et al. 2017
● 3 lessons from remote meetings we’re taking back to the office - Cabunoc Mayes et al. 2020 

● Toolkit for Incentivizing Open Science - National Academies (NASEM) Report; Openscapes blog post
● All We Can Save - Johnson & Wilkinson 2020, eds
● Braiding Sweetgrass - Kimmerer, 2013
● A Practical Guide to Mentoring Across Intersections - Harriot, 2020 
● Respectful Design: Models for Diversity, Inclusion, & Decolonization - Tunstall 2020 
● Unmet needs for analyzing biological big data - Barone et al. 2017 
● Barriers to integration of bioinformatics into undergrad life sci education - Williams et al. 2019
● Skills and knowledge for data-intensive environmental research - Hampton et al. 2017 
● Data-intensive ecological research is catalyzed by open & team science - Cheruvelil & Soranno 2018
● Open science is a behavior - Corker 2018 
● Career paths and prospects in academic data science - Geiger et al. 2018 51

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160
https://opensource.com/article/20/6/remote-meetings
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/26308/developing-a-toolkit-for-fostering-open-science-practices-proceedings-of
https://www.openscapes.org/blog/2020/11/30/incentivizing-open-science/
https://allwecansave.earth
https://milkweed.org/book/braiding-sweetgrass
https://conversations.vanguardstem.com/a-practical-guide-to-mentoring-across-intersections-c596496ee334
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaesVb7O38s
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005755
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0224288
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/67/6/546/3784601
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/68/10/813/5088531
https://www.cos.io/blog/open-science-is-a-behavior
https://bids.berkeley.edu/publications/career-paths-and-prospects-academic-data-science-report-moore-sloan-data-science


Learn more, listen, reflect, and act:
Schell et al (2020). Recreating Wakanda by promoting Black excellence in ecology and evolution 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-020-1266-7 

Carpenter (2020). Get it wrong for me: What I need from allies 
www.linkedin.com/pulse/get-wrong-me-what-i-need-from-allies-megan-carpenter 

Harriot (2020)- A Practical Guide to Mentoring Across Intersections 
https://conversations.vanguardstem.com/a-practical-guide-to-mentoring-across-intersections-c596496ee334

Ariel (2017). For Our White Friends Desiring to Be Allies https://sojo.net/articles/our-white-friends-desiring-be-allies  

Tunstall (2020). Dr. Dori Tunstall on Respectful Design: Models for Diversity, Inclusion, & Decolonization 
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● Researcher-centered, focused on teams. 
Practice and feel safe working openly with 
yourself and your team; then ease into more.

● Create space & place to explore & learn.  
Cohort Calls, Seaside Chats, Co-Working; 
GitHub, R, Python, Quarto, Google Drive, 
JupyterHub, Slack; Efficiency & Inclusion Tips.

● Cultivate relationships & real connections.
Welcoming folks with diverse backgrounds; 
meeting where they are; skills to empower 
immediate work; kinder science.

● Open culture: Learning, teaching, iterating. 
Not a checklist - a continual practice; invest in 
trust, psychological safety, growth mindset; 
Imperfect, messy. Takes time. Role-modeling.

Openscapes approach
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